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We demonstrate efficient second-harmonic generation at moderate input power for thin film
Ni81Fe19 undergoing ferromagnetic resonance. Powers of the generated second-harmonic are
shown to be quadratic in input power, with an upconversion ratio three orders of magnitude higher
than that demonstrated in ferrites [W. P. Ayres et al., J. Appl. Phys. 27, 188 (1956)], defined as
DP2x =DPx  4  105 =W  Px , where DP is the change in the transmitted rf power and P is the
input rf power. The second harmonic signal generated exhibits a significantly lower linewidth than
that predicted by low-power Gilbert damping and is excited without threshold. Results are in
good agreement with an analytic, approximate expansion of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation.
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4842195]
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Nonlinear effects in magnetization dynamics, apart from
being of fundamental interest,1–4 have provided important
tools for microwave signal processing, especially in terms of
frequency doubling and mixing.5,6 Extensive experimental
work exists on ferrites,1,4,6 traditionally used in low-loss devices due to their insulating nature and narrow ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) linewidth. Metallic thin-film ferromagnets
are of interest for use in these and related devices due to their
high moments, integrability with CMOS processes, and potential for enhanced functionality from spin transport. Although
metallic ferromagnets have higher intrinsic damping than ferrites, their damping can be compensated and FMR linewidth
reduced through injection of pure spin current, as demonstrated recently using the spin Hall effect.7 While some recent
work has addressed nonlinear effects8–10 and harmonic generation11–13 in metallic ferromagnets and related devices,14–16
these studies have generally used very high power or rf fields
and have not distinguished between effects above and below
the Suhl instability threshold. In this paper, we demonstrate
frequency doubling below threshold in a metallic system
(Ni81Fe19) which is three orders of magnitude more efficient
than that demonstrated previously in ferrite materials.1 The
results are in good quantitative agreement with an analytical
expansion of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation.
For all measurements shown, we used a metallic ferromagnetic thin film structure, Ta(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)/Ni81Fe19
(30 nm)/Cu(3 nm)/Al(3 nm). The film was deposited on an oxidized silicon substrate using magnetron sputtering at a base
pressure of 2.0  107 Torr. The bottom Ta(5 nm)/Cu(5 nm)
layer is a seed layer to improve adhesion and homogeneity of
the film and the top Cu(3 nm)/Al(3 nm) is a cap layer to
protect the Ni81Fe19 layer from oxidation. A diagram of the
measurement configuration, adapted from a basic broadband
FMR setup,18 is shown in Fig. 1. The microwave signal is conveyed to and from the sample through a coplanar waveguide
(CPW) with a 400 lm wide center conductor and 50 X characteristic impedance, which gives an estimated rf field of 2.25 Oe
rms with the input power of þ30 dBm. We examined the second harmonic generation with fundamental frequencies at
0003-6951/2013/103(24)/242402/3/$30.00

6.1 GHz and 2.0 GHz. The cw signal from the rf source is first
amplified by a solid state amplifier, then the signal power is
tuned to the desirable level by an adjustable attenuator.
Harmonics of the designated input frequency are attenuated by
the bandpass filter to less than the noise floor of the spectrum
analyzer (SA). The isolator limits back-reflection of the filtered
signal from the sample into the rf source. From our analysis
detailed in a later section of this paper, we found the second
harmonic magnitude to be proportional to the product of the
longitudinal and transverse rf field strengths and thus place the
center conductor of CPW at 45 from HB to maximize the
Hyrf Hzrf product. The rf signal finally reaches the SA for measurements of the power of both the fundamental frequency and
its second harmonic.
Fig. 2(a) demonstrates representative field-swept FMR
absorption and the second harmonic emission spectra measured by the SA as 6.1 GHz and 12.2 GHz peak intensities as
a function of the bias field HB. We vary the input rf power
over a moderate range of þ4 to þ18 dBm and fit the peaks
with a Lorentzian function to extract the amplitude and the
linewidth of the absorbed ðDPx Þ and generated ðDP2x Þ

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and the coordinate system, h ¼ 45 . EM: electromagnet; SA: spectrum analyzer. Arrows indicate the transmission of rf signal.
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Ref. 17. Plots of the absorption and emission peak amplitudes
as a function of the input 6.1 GHz power, shown in Fig. 2(b),
clearly indicate a linear dependence of the FMR absorption
and a quadratic dependence of the second harmonic generation on the input rf power. Taking the ratio of the radiated second harmonic power to the absorbed power, we have a
conversion rate of 3.7  105/W, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Since the phenomenon summarized in Fig. 2 is clearly
not a threshold effect, we look into the second-harmonic
analysis of the LLG equation with small rf fields and found
that the second harmonic generation is determined by the
longitudinal rf field in addition to the transverse rf field. The
method for the expansion of the LLG equation with small rf
fields is readily described in Gurevich and Melkov’s text for
circular precession relevant in the past for low-Ms ferrites.20
For metallic thin films, we treat the elliptical case as follows.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the thin film is magnetized in the yz
plane along ^z by the bias field HB, with film-normal direction
along x^. The CPW exerts both a longitudinal rf field hrfz and
a transverse rf field hrfy of equal strength. First consider only
the transverse field hrfy . In this well established case, the
_ is linearized
_ ¼ cm  Hef f þ am  m
LLG equation m
and takes the form
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FIG. 2. Second harmonic generation with x=2p ¼ 6:1 GHz. (a) Left panel:
6.1 GHz input power þ17.3 dBm; right panel: 6.1 GHz input power
þ8.35 dBm. (b) Amplitudes of the x (FMR) and generated 2x peaks as a
function of input power Px ; right and top axes represent the data set in loglog plot (green), extracting the power index; (c) ratio of the peak amplitudes
of FMR and second harmonic generation as a function of the input 6.1 GHz
power; green: log scale.

power. Noticeably, the second harmonic emission peaks
have a much smaller linewidth, DH1=2  10 Oe over the
whole power range, than those of the FMR peaks, with
DH1=2  21 Oe. Although a linewidth of 10 Oe at 12.2 GHz
is one order of magnitude larger than the measured X-band
linewidth (1 Oe) in bulk single-crystal yttrium iron garnet
(YIG),19 it is about 1/5 of the 12.2 GHz FMR linewidth
(60 Oe) in the 30 nm Ni81Fe19 film. The somewhat less
accurate fit of the 12.2 GHz signal might be attributed to a
greater role of inhomogeneous broadening in the signal,
which could be treated using a Gaussian convolution, as in
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Since v? is one order of magnitude smaller than vk , we
neglect the term cf
v? ðxÞ. In complete analogy to Eq. (1),
the driving term could be viewed as an effective transverse
field of Hzrf ðHyrf =Ms Þvek ðxÞei2xt , and the solutions to
gx ¼ ðH rf H rf =M2 Þve ðxÞf
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the power at frequency f and 2f now that we have the expressions for both the fundamental and second harmonic components of the precessing M. The time-averaged power per unit
Ð 2p
volume could be calculated as hPi ¼ ½ 0x PðtÞdt=ð2p=xÞ;
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FIG. 3. 4 GHz generation with input signal at 2 GHz, þ18.9 dBm. A second
peak at the bias field for 4 GHz FMR is clearly present; red dots: experimental data; dashed green: theoretical; blue: adjusted theoretical with input rf
impurity.

PðtÞ ¼ @U=@t ¼ 2M@H=@t, where only the transverse
components of M and H contribute to P(t). Using the expres2
vðxÞ00k and
sion for hPi, M, and H, we have Px ¼ xHy;rf
2
2
ðHyrf =Ms Þ2 je
v ðxÞk j2 vð2xÞ00k . Since Hy;rf
and
P2x ¼ 2xHz;rf
2
x
2x
Hz;rf are proportional to the rf power, the P and P terms
should be linearly and quadratically dependent on the input
rf power, respectively. From these Px and P2x expressions,
we conclude that under HB for FMR at frequency
f ¼ x=ð2pÞ, we should see a power ratio

P2x =Px ¼ 2ðHzrf =Ms Þ2 vðxÞ00k vð2xÞ00k :

(4)

With Ms ¼ 844 Oe, a ¼ 0.007 as measured by FMR for our
Ni81Fe19 30 nm sample and 2.25 Oe rf field amplitude at
input power of 1 W for the CPW, we have a calculated 2f/f
power ratio of 1.72  105/W, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental data 3.70  105/W as shown in
Fig. 2(c). To compare this result with the ferrite experiment
in Ref. 1, we further add the factor representing the ratio of
FMR absorption to the input rf power, which is 3.9  102 in
our setup. This leads to an experimental upconversion ratio
2 1
of 1.44  106/W in definition ðDP2x =Px
in Þ, compared with
10
7.1  10 /W observed in Mg70Mn8Fe22O (Ferramic R-1
ferrite).
Examining Eq. (4), we notice that there should be two
peaks in the field-swept 2f emission spectrum: the first coincides with the FMR but with a narrower linewidth due to the
term je
v ðxÞk j2 , and the second positioned at the HB for the
FMR with a 2f input signal due to the term vð2xÞ00k . The second peak should have a much smaller amplitude. Due to the
field limit of our electromagnet, we could not reach the bias
field required for FMR at 12.2 GHz under this particular configuration and continued to verify Eq. (4) at a lower frequency of 2.0 GHz. We carried out an identical experiment

and analysis and observed an upconversion efficiency of
0.39  103/W for the 4.0 GHz signal generation at 2.0 GHz
input, again in reasonable agreement with the theoretical prediction 1.17  103/W. Fig. 3 demonstrates the typical line
shape of the 4 GHz spectrum, in which the input 2 GHz
power being þ18.9 dBm. A second peak at the HB for 4 GHz
FMR is clearly visible with a much smaller amplitude and
larger linewidth than the first peak, qualitatively consistent
with Eq. (4). A theoretical line (dashed green) from Eq. (4)
with fixed damping parameter a ¼ 0.007 is drawn to compare
with the experimental data. The observed second peak at the
2f resonance HB shows a much lower amplitude than
expected. We contribute this difference to the possible 2f
component in the rf source which causes the 2f FMR absorption. The blue line shows the adjusted theoretical line with
consideration of this input signal impurity.
We have demonstrated a highly efficient frequency doubling effect in thin-film Ni81Fe19 for input powers well
below the Suhl instability threshold. An analysis of the
intrinsically nonlinear LLG equation interprets the observed
phenomena quantitatively. The results explore opportunities
in the field of rf signal manipulation with CMOS compatible
thin film structures.
We thank S. Auffret for the Ni81Fe19 sample and
acknowledge support from the NSF ECCS-0925829.
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